The popularity of enterprise cloud storage is rapidly growing. A number of Internet service vendors and providers, such as Google, Baidu and Microsoft, entered this emerging market and released a variety of cloud storage services. These services allow people to access work documents and files all over the world at anytime. Interestingly, with the prevalence of mobile Internet, rich media becomes regular and popular. More and more people use cloud storage for keeping their personal photos, music and movies. Nevertheless, the size of the media files is often beyond the upper limit that normal form-based file upload service allows hence dedicated large-file upload services are required to be developed and deployed. Although many cloud vendors offer versatile cloud storage services, very little is known about the detailed development and deployment of the large-file upload services. This paper proposes a complete solution of large-file upload service, with the contributions in manifold: Firstly, we do not limit the maximum size of a large file that can be uploaded. This is extremely practical for storing huge database resource files generated from ERP tools. Secondly, we developed large-file upload service APIs that have very strict verification of correctness, to reduce the risk of data inconsistency, which has better safety. Thirdly, we extend the service developed recently for team collaboration with the capability of handling large files. Fourthly, this paper is arguably the first one that formalizes the testing and deployment procedures of large-file upload services with the help of Docker. In general, most largefile upload services are exposed to the public, facing security and performance issues, which brings much concern. With the proposed Docker-based deployment strategy, we can replicate the large-file upload service agilely and locally, to satisfy massive private or local deployment of KDrive. Finally, we evaluate and analyze the proposed strategies and technologies in accordance to the experimental results. This paper is an extension version of the SCC 2015 conference paper: On Developing and Deploying Large-File Upload Services of Personal Cloud Storage.
INTRODUCTION
Enterprise cloud storage is rapidly gaining its popularity. A number of Internet service providers rushed into this emerging market and brought a variety of cloud storage services. For example, Google Drive (Google, 2015) , Drop-box (Dropbox, 2015) , OneDrive2015) and Tencent Wei Yun (Tencent, 2015) all developed their own cloud storage. With such a rapid growth, in 2015, more than 800 millions of people would have been using cloud storage services (Lardinois, 2012) .
Cloud storage services consist of two key components: A front-end client application that runs on personal mobile devices or computers. A back-end storage hosting files within datacenter. Users of cloud storage can instantly upload a small file, for instance a photo, through a front-end user interface such as a Dropbox (Dropbox, 2015) APP on an iPhone, to one of specified cloud storage Dropbox (Dropbox, 2015) , KDrive (Kingdee, 2015) , Baidu Yun Pan (Baidu, 2015) , Google Drive (Google, 2015) , OneDrive (Microsoft, 2015) . With the prevalence of rich media, the demand of sending large files grows dramatically. Simple form-based (Nebel E. et al., 1995) file upload scheme definitely cannot handle such a long-linking request. Transmitting a multi-gigabyte file to server is infeasible, since the file itself may not fit in memory or the HTTP connection may time out or disconnect. Furthermore, if something happens half way through uploading a large file, there's nothing to do but to start all over again. Instead, files have to uploaded via dedicated APIs. Most of the cloud vendors offer these APIs allowing submitting a large file to back-end server. Despite the popularity of large-file upload services, very little is known to the development of the services, in particular, their internal back-end APIs. Understanding the mechanism inside APIs as well as the corresponding deployment strategies helps developers of third-part applications to connect these personal cloud storages easily.
The goal of this paper is threefold. Firstly, we would like to explain the details in the development of KDrive (Kingdee, 2015) large-file upload APIs, to help programmers understanding the internals and then to develop their own applications easily on top of KDrive (KDrive, 2015) . Secondly, we propose a formalized deployment scheme based on Docker (Docker, 2015) , to introduce a new way to efficient managing and agile deploying of large-file upload services. Leveraging cloud storage services for enterprise applications is another interesting field. ERP (Enterprise Resource Plan) and CRM (Customer Relationship Management) tools have several large files needed to be backup. Finally, we go through a complete case study of database file exchanging to help readers deeply understanding the internals of APIs and their concrete usages. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the related work and highlights the contributions of this paper. Section 3 introduces the complete solution of large-file upload service in detail. Section 4 proposes a formalized deployment and testing strategy. Section 5 analyzes the large-file upload services with experimental results and illustrates concrete use case scenarios. Section 6 concludes the paper and points out some potential future research directions.
BACKGROUND
File upload is the most fundamental functionality for a cloud storage. The very early standard of file uploading can be traced back to the propose of RFC-1867 (Nebel, E., 1995) , in prior to which it is hard to upload a file through a HTML form.
Nowadays, with the prevalence of rich media and stream media over web, the size of files grows exponentially. Interestingly, the size larger than 2-GigaByte is now very typical for a normal media file. However, transmitting such a big file through traditional web-form (Nebel, E., 1995) is infeasible and therefore a lot of dedicated large-file upload services are developed by those Internet vendors.
Google Drive (Google, 2015) provides APIs for file the CURD (Create, Update, Retrieve, Delete) manipulation. This API set covers most of the features that Google services can have, in particular, it helps to operate and share Google Doccument files fluently. In general, Google Drive comprehensively provides three types of file upload APIs:

Simple upload (Nebel, E., 1995) -for a quick transfer of smaller files, e.g. size less than 5 MB.
Multipart upload -for a quick transfer of smaller files and metadata separately; transfers the file along with metadata that describes it, all in a single request (Google, 2015) .
 Resumable upload -for a quick transfer of large files, also applicable to small files.
This paper focuses on resumable upload, which can reliably transfer large files by chunked file transmission. Google Drive offers versatile services, but it is still far from satisfaction due to its weak and inconvenient team collaboration mechanism (Ning, K. et al., 2014) . Moreover, most of Kingdee's (Kingdee, 2015) ERP tools require extremely high speed connection, ideally with a connection to a nearby datacenter, but in fact, the connection to Google Drive service reported from our customers is not as good as expected (see also Drago's paper (Drago, I., et al., 2013) for a detailed comparison).
Dropbox (Dropbox, 2015) offers more comprehensive APIs to third-part applications. A larger number of applications utilize Dropbox as their back-end storage, being more popular than Google Drive (see paper (Drago, I., et al., 2015) for a comprehensive review). Another reason that more people prefer Dropbox is arguably the privacy concern: Google Drive is attached to Google Search that has strong ability to scan, to index and to search files, which are seemingly unsafe to the users. Baidu Yun Pan (Baidu, 2015) , one of the largest cloud storage vendor in China, also provides APIs for resumable uploads, but the size of single file is only limited to 4 GB (free) or 20 GB (paid). Similarly, OneDrive (Microsoft, 2015) limits the file up to 10 GB. Tencent Weiyun (Tencent, 2015) has very limited APIs, and resumable file upload is only opened to its own application and Weiyun webpage. There exist several other cloud storage services, but it is likely that for most of them users have to pay, for example Qiniu (Qiniu, 2015) and SugarSync (SugarSync, 2015) . iCloud Drive (Apple, 2015) appears recently and helps to sync files both on Mac OS X and iOS smoothly. Although there is no limitation on the size of upload, it is somewhat platform dependent.
We can summarize the history of the international cloud storage market as the following (Tencent, 2015) 2011 1G
Huawei (Huawei, 2015) 2011 5G Being different from the above large-file upload services, this paper proposes a new large-file upload service which is characterized by the following contributions:
Unlimited file size and no constraints on file format.  Good file sharing and collaboration scheme, by extending the service used in (Ning, K., et al., 2014 ) with large-file upload capability.  Strict verification of parameters is performed through-out the service. Multi-gigabyte files could be uploaded over a spotty connection without worry because the very strict verification mechanism is involved.  Formalized testing and deployment strategy, by versioning sources files and Dockerfiles (Docker, 2015) .  Agile deployment of immutable services, by building services on Docker (Docker, 2015) .
The KDrive (KDrive, 2015) is also characterized by the consistent file pool, where each file has only one global ID. For example, in Figure  1 , no matter where the file is, who the file owned, how frequent the file used, how many physical copies the system has, the file has just one unique logic ID. The corresponding commercial product KActivity (Ning, K., et al., 2014) has integrated KDrive, shown as Figure 3 , but missing large-file upload services. We use Figure 2 to show an example, the unique id is consistently '12123.5', independent from the location 'D1', 'D2' and 'D3'. 
LARGE-FILE UPLOAD SERVICES
This section illustrates the large-file upload services by unfolding the details of the corresponding APIs. The overall procedure of uploading a large file is depicted as Figure 4 . The work flow consists of six steps: applying, progress checking, uploading, finalizing, consistence checking and persistence checking. This flow highlights the significant parameters exchanged between Application (APP) and Server, where the common basic parameters, e.g. token, error code and code description used in typical APIs are assumed to be familiar by users therefore not presented in the figure.
APPLY TO UPLOAD

Figure 5. Process in API applyUpload
Users are required to first apply for accessing to large-file upload service. Figure 5 shows the process of applying inside the API applyUpload. Initially, the correctness of the user-specified name is checked. No illegal name is allowed to tag a file, otherwise, it would make retrieving of the file difficult and confused. KDrive (KDrive, 2015) allocates different quota of space in accordance to the level of users. As a result, secondly, we calculate the volume of user space and forbid user to upload a file larger than the allowed quota. Unlike some other cloud storage such as Baidu Yun Pan (Baidu, 2015 ), Tencent Weiyun (Tencent, 2015 , which manage files by K/V databases, KDrive organizes files by tree-like structures, where files are located in folders directly. Thirdly, it is necessary to check the existence of user-specified folders.
It should emphasize that there is no limit on the size of a file to be uploaded. A file is split into several small chunks for uploading, to reduce memory consumption, and more importantly, to reduce errors introduced in transmission. The default chunk size is set to as large as 4 MB, which is the same as Dropbox (Dropbox, 2015) , but allowed to be resized to any size up to 2GB. Using large chunk size would require fewer calls to the API uploadChunk and faster overall throughput. However, whenever a transfer action is interrupted, you will have to resume at the beginning of the last chunk, so it is often safer to use smaller chunks (Dropbox, 2015) . Users need to calculate the number of chunks by:
Similarly, server calculates the number of chunks to be used as a parameter in assembling of file chunks. To enable resumable uploading, we keep single transaction ID (can also be viewed as a session ID) by hashing the joint input parameters:
In such a way, the uniqueness of transmission is identified by hashing. Finally, all these parameters are stored into a service side database.
UPLOAD PROGRESS CHECK
A large-file is uploaded to KDrive (KDrive, 2015) chunk by chunk, from the very first chunk (by default = 4 MB) to the last one (by default ≤ 4 MB). Uploading can be paused and resumed at any time. To resume an uploading or to start from scratch, users can call the API getNextChunkNumber to retrieve the number of chunks that have been successfully transmitted.
CHUNKED UPLOAD
Figure 6. Process in API uploadChunk
Chunked upload is similar to normal file upload but geared with stricter verification of correctness. File chunks have to be uploaded and merged sequentially in our system. This scheme is close to Dropbox (Dropbox, 2015) but different from some other systems such as Baidu Yun Pan (Baidu, 2015) and Qiniu (Qiniu, 2015) which merge a large file at the end. Assembling files from chunks is somewhat a timeconsuming and performance-intensive task, so we put it evenly right after each chunk uploading behavior. Once a chunk has been successfully uploaded and verified, it will be merged with previous chunks immediately.
To accomplish an error-free assembling, a very strict check on the sequence of chunks has to be applied. A consistency check is performed between the stored parameters and newly received ones, including transaction ID (i.e. session ID) and the index number of the file chunk. Any incorrectness involved should be asserted and abandoned, and the entire process should be interrupted. The large-file upload service allows user to re-upload the last chunk so as to rectify the incorrect upload. Each chunk is identified by a MD5 hash value, which is a part of meta-data descriptions of files. To enable user to check the correctness of each uploaded chunk, server sends the calculated hash value back to the Application (APP) side.
FINALIZE THE OVERALL PROCESS
Figure 7. Process in API finishUpload
After all of the chunks have been successfully uploaded, the overall procedure comes to the end. Figure 7 shows the final step. The transaction ID is firstly verified and then the last file chunk will be merged to the large binary file previously assembled. Application calls the API finishUpload to do a synchronized/asynchronized MD5 hash value calculation followed by a file persistence. The progress of each step can be monitored by API getMD5State and getPersistenceState, respectively.
1) Consistency Check:
Files are stored inside a file pool. For a small number of files, MD5 value suffices for identifying the uniqueness. However, when the number increases, it is possibly that MD5 is not enough but has to equipped with a CRC32 value. As a result, we introduce two verification keys for distinguish files -MD5 and CRC32.
2) Data Persistence: For a public deployed cloud storage, we put files distributively into HDFS. Uploaded large files are temporarily stored on application server farms. File persistence represents the process of transmitting a file from the application server farm to the HDFS. This process is very timeconsuming since HDFS datanodes are located in different cities all over the world and connection among them may be spotty. To address this issue, we developed asychronized file persistence, where files are put to all datanodes after telling user that the whole process has finished.
A typical flow that we use frequently is shown as Case 1. The fastest way is to use Case 2, where the slowest way is to use Case 3.
Case 1: synchronized MD5 calculation and asynchronized file persistence, which is also shown as Figure 8 .
Figure 8. Suggest Finalizing Step
Case 2: asynchronized MD5 calculation and asynchronized file persistence.
Case 3: synchronized MD5 calculation and synchronized file persistence.
PORTING TO THE B/S ARCHITECTURE
This subsection briefly introduces the techniques used in the front-end design of large-file upload service. The majority of KDrive (KDrive, 2015) users prefer to C/S architecture when they use large-file upload service APIs, because most of KDrive API callers are traditional ERP tools (Kingdee, 2015) . In the recent years, with the prevalence of HTML5, B/S architecture is getting more popular. Borrowing the strength of FileAPI in HTML5, large-file upload can be easily ported to a web frontend. The HTML5 function slice can split a large file into several pieces to be then uploaded. Moreover, slicing enables the calculation of MD5 (SparkMD5) of a large file because less memory is required during file loading for and subsequent hashing.
FORMALIZED DEPLOYMENT
Nowadays, deploying a service on AMP (Apache, MySQL, PHP) architecture is no longer difficult. However, with the increasing of users together with higher throughputs, it is often the case that several AMP clusters are required to be immutably deployed. Platform Docker (Docker, 2015) helps developers and system administrators to build, ship, and run such distributed applications in an efficient way. This section formalizes the development and deployment of large-file upload services based on the leverage of Docker.
Docker assembles applications from components manually, or automatically by reading a configuration file named Dockerfile. The assembled applications are a read-only template called Image. An Image can be instantiated to a Container which is writable. Definition 1 (Dockerfiling): The procedure of creating an image from components by reading a Dockerfile is referred to as Dockerfiling.
As shown in Figure 9 and Table 3, in the development phase, distinct categories of files are versioned, including source codes, Docker images and Dockerfiles. SVN (Apache Subversion, 2015)/GIT (Git, 2015) manages normal source codes, as a typical version control system does: 
For example, in Figure 9 , Docker Image1 V1+ is an incremental version of Image1 V1.
Strategy 1: A versioning step
() suggests a step of deployment.
During the development of large-file upload services, we strictly follow this strategy to deploy and test the functionalities. corresponds to fixing a bug or altering the codes inside service APIs. After APIs are stable enough, we set the context for running APIs by writing a Dockerfile.
2 tells the differences between Dockerfiles and essentially the details of contexts. Images from Dockerfiling may not be fully optimized and therefore could be further improved during real-time execution. As a result, during the black-box testing phase, we tune the system-level parameters carefully, and then snapshot those optimized versions by committing them to a Docker registry. 
CASE STUDY
SUITABLE DEPLOYMENT STRATEGY
Public clouds with storage services (Dropbox, 2015) , (KDrive, 2015) , (Baidu, 2015) , (Google, 2015) , (Tencent, 2015) allow people to access private files anywhere at anytime. However, a very practical but restricted scenario is that files can only be shared in a permitted and limited area, for instance in an internal/local network of a company or a family. Our large-file upload services are publicly deployed with OpenAPIs (KDrive, 2015) but its source codes are developed internally within Kingdee (Kingdee, 2015) local network. Rather than public cloud, sometimes we would like to deploy KDrive (KDrive, 2015) privately for agile development of codes itself, for rapid uploading/downloading corporate files, and more importantly, for using those existing tools based on KDrive (KDrive, 2015) APIs with a higher performance. When file size grows, selecting deploying strategy is no longer trivial. A suitable deployment strategy is thus essential to meet the practical needs and to maximal resources utilization. Showed as the remaining of this section, we were trying to deploy the large-file upload services based on experimental results.
We set up four types of server configurations to observe the focal differences between deploying strategies. The experimental results were obtained from virtual machines, where each machine has the same hardware infrastructure: 2.8 GHz dual core CPU and 2 GB memory. The basic tools used were Apache2 for web service, MariaDB (MariaDB, 2015) for database, HDFS (Apache Hadoop, 2015) and Network File System for file storage, and Docker (Docker, 2015) version 1.4.1. Ubuntu Linux 14.04 LTS serves as the OS for each of the configuration. In Figure 10 and Figure 11 ,  NFS stands for a private cloud setting. Similar to HDFS, services are distributively deployed, but for the storage part NFS replaces the HDFS. NFS is built in a local network.
 3 Services on 1 Server configuration integrates all three services web, database and file storage directly into one Linux system.
 3 Dockers on 1 Server keeps the same topology as 3 Services on 1 Server, but those three services are built and executed as three Docker Containers separately.
As stated before, some Kingdee (Kingdee, 2015) ERP tools require extremely fast connection to KDrive APIs. Localizing storage comes as a straightforward solution, where NFS being built in local network might have much better performance than the HDFS over public network. Figure 11 shows the performance gap between Hadoop settings and local storage configurations. Obviously, the latter case performs much better since it is based on local network, neatly avoiding time-consuming communication processes, such as API requests going through public network.
From the resource availability perspective, sometimes the number of servers may not be enough, but only a very limit number is allowed for the purpose of developing and testing. Intuitively, a lazy solution is to use just one server, where the web service, database and file storage share the system resources. Nevertheless, tight integration of services directly into one Linux system introduces security risks, single points and also much heavier workloads for the server. Instead, isolating the services running on one server might help in reducing server failures as well as server workloads. Docker (Docker, 2015) can execute different services by separated Containers, being freely to stop and reload almost instantly, which is natural way to isolate the services. Moreover, Docker could utilize resources more efficiently by sharing libraries and binaries on top of the Docker Engine. Using Docker (Docker, 2015) could intrinsically leverage resources in a much more efficient way.
To observe the differences, we built those three configurations. In Figure 11 , for relatively small file (< 2GB), three types of settings have similar uploading speed. However, it is interesting to find that the performance gap enlarges when file size grows. Interconnection, in particular the traffic brought by the API UploadChunk between three servers via LAN produces the overheads. Such an API occupies most of the uploading time. According to the above results, we conclude that building the KDrive large-file upload services on Docker has the best performance.
USING LARGE-FILE UPLOAD SERVICES FOR COLLABORATION
The most straightforward approach of using largefile upload services is to interact the proposed six APIs with a front-end web page, on which provides an oneclick upload function such as (Baidu, 2015) , (PLUpload, 2015) , (ResumableJS, 2015) . Alternatively, large-file upload services can often be used as back-end services for third-part applications. This paper extends the work (Ning, K., et al., 2014) with large-file upload services. The roles user, organization and group inherited from KDrive (KDrive, 2015) , (Ning, K., et al., 2014 ) construct a well-organized team collaboration architecture. Files can be shared between these three roles, meanwhile, one file has only one unique instance in the file pool aiming to reduce the consumption of duplicated storage. Depicted as Figure 12 , users are belonging to organizations and files are shared via organizations. Similarly, the term group could also be used for file sharing (Ning, K., et al., 2014) . Due to space limitation, its relationship is not presented in this paper.
Figure 12. File sharing through role organization in KDrive team collaboration architecture
Well leveraging of roles makes the exchanges of large files smooth. In the following case, we demonstrate using large-file upload services with two roles for database (abbr. DB) repairing business. In Kingdee (Kingdee, 2015) after-sale service, customers sometimes expect to get DB repairing from DB experts. In this scenario, typically, DB experts and company users could both be defined as explicit users. However, this scheme would have to expose KDrive user interfaces both to DB experts and company users, which introduces confusions and bad isolation when KDrive only serves as a back-end service. Instead, we define the company user as an implicit user, annotating it as organization, in which case the implicit user only has organization space, i.e. UserSpace ≡ OrganizationSpace. In this way, the implicit user has all the other features an explicit user of KDrive should have, for example file sharing via organizations.
The flow of DB file exchanging mainly involves three stages, shown as Figure 13 .
 Company user uploads a broken DB file to thirdpart application (implicitly to KDrive) for repairing. Firstly, the new organization space to be owned by DB engineer is created and is then authorized to company user. In other words, company user and DB engineer now share a common space for file storage.
 DB expert downloads the broken DB file, repairs it and then uploads the fixed one back to third-part application (actually to KDrive).
 Company user downloads the fixed DB file through a download link placed in third-part application, where the link is actually a hyper-link with an access pass-word/key connectable to KDrive.
It is clearly that large-file upload service behaves as a key role throughout. Three key features shown as the following enable the above complicated process.
 As detailed in section 3, transmissions are encrypted with hash values and also signatures, which enhances the correctness of uploading, downloading and storing. In addition, MD5 and CRC32 values identify the uniqueness of files and make sure that only one copy of a file is stored in the file pool.
 Multi-tenancy techniques isolate the storage spaces owned by separated users, organizations and groups.  Time-consuming steps are asynchronized that helps in improving user experiences, to both sides namely company user and DB expert, since there exist time slots between every two stages. For example, after DB expert uploading a new file in stage 2, waiting for data persisting to HDFS, the company user may not need to instantly download the file but DB expert could quickly finalize the upload process, though it has not actually finished.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a comprehensive solution of large-file upload service, including its development, deployment and evaluation stages. The development of APIs for large-file upload has been firstly introduced in detail followed by a formalization of deployment strategy with the help of Docker. To select the best way of deployment, this paper configured the large-file upload services into four different settings and then evaluated their real performance. We concluded that deploying private large-file upload service on Docker is the fastest option among many others. Finally, for a better leverage of large-file upload service, this paper has explained a concrete DB file exchanging example, which stands a typical scenario of Kingdee usage of the service.
Future research will involve the development of an automatic deployment methodology based on the leverage of Docker's Swarm features affinity and resource management. In addition, the high availability of the large-file upload services will be deeply studied, where one option will be to explore the use of Docker's developing features: fault-tolerant scheduling and highly available scheduler.
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